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Understanding Architecture
2005-07-22
first published in 1994 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company

Moscow 1977
what is architectural history considers the questions and
problems posed by architectural historians since the rise of
the discipline in the late nineteenth century how do
historians of architecture organise past time and relate it
to the present how does historical evidence translate into
historical narrative should architectural history be useful
for practicing architects if so how leach treats the
disciplinarity of architectural history as an open question
moving between three key approaches to historical
knowledge of architecture within art history as an
historical specialisation and most prominently within
architecture he suggests that the confusions around this
question have been productive ensuring a rich variety of
approaches to the project of exploring architecture
historically read alongside introductory surveys of western
and global architectural history this book will open up
questions of perspective frame and intent for students of
architecture art history and history graduate students and
established architectural historians will find much in this
book to fuel discussions over the current state of the field
in which they work



What is Architectural History?
2013-05-03
this history of harvard s architecture examines the federal
architecture of charles bulfinch h h richardson s
romanesque buildings the imperial manner reflected in
widener library and the work of other architects such as
charles mckim gropius and le corbusier

Harvard 1985
this major new text presents a collection of recent writings
on architecture and urbanism in the united states with
topics ranging from colonial to contemporary times in
terms of content and scope there is no collection in or out
of print directly comparable to this one the essays are
drawn from the past twenty years of publishing in the field
arranged chronologically from colonial to contemporary
and accessible in thematic groupings contextualized and
introduced by keith eggener drawing together 24
illustrated essays by major and emerging scholars in the
field american architectural history is a valuable resource
for students of the history of american art architecture
urbanism and material culture

On the Methodology of
Architectural History 1981
a comprehensive introduction to architecture and
architectural history and exceptional in its approach this
book explores architecture as a current practice in relation
to history and in relation to the wider context of cultures



conservation and the environment this new edition brings
in the new emphasis on sustainability urbanism urban
regeneration and cultural identity in order to take a holistic
approach to the subject of architecture highly illustrated
this book enables the reader to make sense of the
experience of architecture and the built environment by
understanding more about the form construction meaning
and history of the subject

American Architectural History
2004-07-31
excavations at popeii have been going on for more than
two centuires since 1748 and discoveries there have
regularly produced new and important information about
ancient roman life the site holds a rich concentration of
municipal buildings houses of every size and condition
villas and tombs now in paperback the first book of this
century written in english devoted to pompeian
architecture and urban development tells the story of the
city and its buildings with text and illustrations l
richardson jr portrays pompeii in context as a keystone in
the architectural history of antiquity pompeii s life was
comparatively short from its meteoric rise as a seaport and
shipbuilding center during the first punic war until its
abrupt destruction with the eruption of vesuvius in a d 79
the city passed through four major building periods after a
general introduction to pompeii s history and geography
the book proceeds through each period discussing its
public buildings private buildings and tombs each building
is described and placed according to its importance in the
development of its particular architectural form richardson
offers new dates and arrives at new conclusions about the



development of such important features as the city plan
fortifications and the atrium peristyle house fifty ground
plans and twenty five photographs illustrate the text there
has long been a need for a comprehensive account in
english of the architecture and urban development of
pompeii richardson s book makes a valiant effort to remedy
the deficiency and will be particularly welcome to all
students of roman architecture classical review

Understanding Architecture
2006-03-17
architectural history is more than just the study of
buildings architecture of the past and present remains an
essential emblem of a distinctive social system and set of
cultural values and as a result it has been the subject of
study of a variety of disciplines but what is architectural
history and how should we read it reading architectural
history examines the historiographic and socio cultural
implications of the mapping of british architectural history
with particular reference to eighteenth and nineteenth
century britain discursive essays consider a range of
writings from biographical and social histories to visual
surveys and guidebooks to examine the narrative
structures of histories of architecture and their impact on
perception adn understanding of the architecture of the
past alongside this each chapter cites canonical histories
juxtaposed with a range of social and cultural theorists to
reveal that these writings are richer than we have perhaps
recognised and that architectural production in this period
can in interrogated in the same way as that from more
recent past and can be read in a variety of ways the essays
and texts combine to form an essential course reader for



methods and critical approached to architectural history
and more generally as examples of the kind of evidence
used in the formation of architectural histories while also
offering a thematic introduction to architecture in britain
and its social and cultural meaning

Pompeii 1988
things fall apart but in his innovative wide ranging and well
illustrated book daniel abramson investigates the american
definition of what falling apart entails we build new
buildings partly in response to demand but even more
because we believe that existing buildings are slowly
becoming obsolete and need to be replaced abramson
shows that our idea of obsolescence is a product of our tax
code which was shaped by lobbying from building interests
who benefit from the idea that buildings depreciate and
need to be replaced the belief in depreciation is not held
worldwide which helps explain why preservation
movements struggle more in america than elsewhere
abramson s tour of our idea of obsolescence culminates in
an assessment of recent tropes of sustainability which
struggle to cultivate the idea that the greenest building is
the one that already exists

Reading Architectural History
2003-09-02
legacies of colonialism towards an architectural history of
capitalism patrick haughey spices spies and speculation
trust and control in the early batavia amsterdam system
robert cowherd cities of incense and myrrh fantasy and
capitalism in the arabian gulf nasser rabbat borneo the



river effect and the spirit world millionaires mark
jarzombek house as marketplace swahili merchant houses
and their urban context in the later middle ages thomas
gensheimer an anachronism of trade the mercato nuovo in
florence 1546 51 lauren jacobi merchant identity the
cartographic impulse in the architectural sculpture of the
llotja of palma de mallorca doron bauer the travel of a
merchant throughout the islamic world cecilia fumagalli
savannah s custom house a peculiar construction of
galvanized iron apparently durable and well adapted to a
southern climate dennis dewitt the modernization of a port
in british india calcutta 1870 1880 aniruddha bose building
the marble elephant the creation of philadelphia s iconic
city hall glen umberger

Obsolescence 2016-02-12
how do we think about architecture historically and
theoretically forty ways to think about architecture
provides an introduction to some of the wide ranging ways
in which architectural history and theory are being
approached today the inspiration for this project is the
work of adrian forty professor of architectural history at
the bartlett school of architecture university college london
ucl who has been internationally renowned as the uk s
leading academic in the discipline for 40 years forty s many
publications notably objects of desire 1986 words and
buildings 2000 and concrete and culture 2012 have been
crucial to opening up new approaches to architectural
history and theory and have helped to establish entirely
new areas of study his teaching at the bartlett has
enthused a new generation about the exciting possibilities
of architectural history and theory as a field this collection
takes in a total of 40 essays covering key subjects ranging



from memory and heritage to everyday life building
materials and city spaces as well as critical theory
philosophy literature and experimental design it refers to
more immediate and topical issues in the built environment
such as globalisation localism regeneration and ecologies
concise and engaging entries reflect on architecture from a
range of perspectives contributors include eminent
historians and theorists from elsewhere such as jean louis
cohen briony fer hilde heynen mary mcleod griselda
pollock penny sparke and anthony vidler as well as forty s
colleagues from the bartlett school of architecture
including iain borden murray fraser peter hall barbara
penner jane rendell and andrew saint forty ways to think
about architecture also features contributions from
distinguished architects such as tony fretton jeremy till and
sarah wigglesworth and well known critics and
architectural writers such as tom dyckhoff william menking
and thomas weaver many of the contributors are former
students of adrian forty through these diverse essays
readers are encouraged to think about how architectural
history and theory relates to their own research and design
practices thus using the work of adrian forty as a catalyst
for fresh and innovative thinking about architecture as a
subject

L.A. Lost & Found 2000
over the past two decades scholarship in architectural
history has transformed moving away from design studio
pedagogy and postmodern historicism to draw instead from
trends in critical theory focusing on gender race the
environment and more recently global history connecting
to revisionist trends in other fields with examples across
space and time from medieval european coin trials and



eighteenth century haitian revolutionary buildings to
weimar german construction firms and present day african
refugee camps writing architectural history considers the
impact of these shifting institutional landscapes and
disciplinary positionings for architectural history
contributors reveal how new methodological approaches
have developed interdisciplinary research beyond the
traditional boundaries of art history departments and
architecture schools and explore the challenges and
opportunities presented by conventional and unorthodox
forms of evidence and narrative the tools used to write
history

A History of Architecture and Trade
2018
presents a history of american architecture from the first
civilizations in america to the present

The Rise of Architectural History
1980
建築史がいかにして近代的な学問として成立したのか 建築史は何を手がかりに語られ 記述されてきたのか 建築
史の課題は何で どこへ向かおうとしているのか 建築史はどのように役立つのか 建築史家の仕事 を考える

Forty Ways to Think About
Architecture 2014-08-11
unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have
not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to
bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where
there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we



have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so
they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these
old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for
future generations to enjoy

Writing by Design 2021-12-14
published to coincide with an exhibition held at the
beaverbrook art gallery fredericton june 2008

A History of American Architecture
2001
the buildings of the smithsonian institution not only contain
impressive collections they are themselves icons of great
cultural significance many of them part of the historic
national mall the smithsonian s unique buildings illustrate
the changing styles and sensibilities of america as an
evolving nation representing the work of major architects
each building evokes a specific time in history the mid 19th
century turreted castle the sky reflecting mid century
modern air and space museum and the golden undulating
21st century american indian museum

Principles of Architectural History
1968
from fort to port covers the architectural history of the city
of mobile alabama from the time of the french fort of 1711
to the end of world war i in 1918 the text with 332
illustrations traces the history of mobile s architecture



from the town s beginnings as a colonial military outpost o
its establishment as a modern commercial port city
included is a record of the evolution of commercial civic
religious and residential buildings as they were affected by
the environment by building practices and by the historical
and social changes brought about through two centuries

建築史とは何か 2016-12-10
preface the aim of this work has been to sketch the various
periods and styles of architecture with the broadest
possible strokes and to mention with such brief
characterization as seemed permissible or necessary the
most important works of each period or style extreme
condensation in presenting the leading facts of
architectural history has been necessary and much that
would rightly claim place in a larger work has been omitted
here the danger was felt to be rather in the direction of too
much detail than of too little while the book is intended
primarily to meet the special requirements of the college
student those of the general reader have not been lost
sight of the majority of the technical terms used are
defined or explained in the context and the small
remainder in a glossary at the end of the work extended
criticism and minute description were out of the question
and discussion of controverted points has been in
consequence as far as possible avoided the illustrations
have been carefully prepared with a view to elucidating the
text rather than for pictorial effect with the exception of
some fifteen cuts reproduced from lubke s geschichte der
architektur by kind permission of messrs seemann of
leipzig the illustrations are almost all entirely new a large
number are from original drawings made by myself or
under my direction and the remainder are with a few



exceptions half tone reproductions prepared specially for
this work from photographs in my possession
acknowledgments are due to messrs h w buemming h d
bultman and a e weidinger for valued assistance in
preparing original drawings and to professor w r ware to
professor w h thomson m d and to the editor of the series
for much helpful criticism and suggestion it is hoped that
the lists of monuments appended to the history of each
period down to the present century may prove useful for
reference both to the student and the general reader as a
supplement to the body of the text a d f hamlin columbia
college new york january 20 1896 the author desires to
express his further acknowledgments to the friends who
have at various times since the first appearance of this
book called his attention to errors in the text or
illustrations and to recent advances in the art or in its
archaeology deserving of mention in subsequent editions
as far as possible these suggestions have been
incorporated in the various revisions and reprints which
have appeared since the first publication a d f h columbia
university october 28 1907 general bibliography this
includes the leading architectural works treating of more
than one period or style the reader should consult also the
special references at the head of each chapter valuable
material is also contained in the leading architectural
periodicals and in monographs too numerous to mention
dictionaries and encyclopedias agincourt history of art by
its monuments london architectural publication society
dictionary of architecture london

A Text-Book of the History of



Architecture 2012-08-01
the history of modern architecture as constructed by
historians and key texts writing according to panayotis
tournikiotis has always exerted a powerful influence on
architecture indeed the study of modern architecture
cannot be separated from a fascination with the texts that
have tried to explain the idea of a new architecture in a
new society during the last forty years the question of the
relationship of architecture to its history of buildings to
books has been one of the most important themes in
debates about the course of modern architecture
tournikiotis argues that the history of modern architecture
tends to be written from the present projecting back onto
the past our current concerns so that the beginning of the
story really functions as a representation of its end in this
book the buildings are the quotations while the texts are
the structure tournikiotis focuses on a group of books by
major historians of the twentieth century nikolaus pevsner
emil kaufmann sigfried giedion bruno zevi leonardo
benevolo henry russell hitchcock reyner banham peter
collins and manfredo tafuri in examining these writers
thoughts he draws on concepts from critical theory relating
architecture to broader historical models

Architectural History and the
Studio 1996
introduction reshaping the study of early american
architecture the origins of early american architecture
early american architecture a transatlantic perspective
adaptation and innovation archaeological and architectural
perspectives on the seventeenth century chesapeake the



english origins of the jamestown rowhouses the design and
building process an elegant and commodious building
william buckland and the design of the prince william
county courthouse the dynamics of architectural design in
eighteenth century charleston and the low country regional
building patterns ecclesiastical architecture anglican
church design in the chesapeake english inheritances and
regional interpretations christ church savannah loopholes
in metropolitan design on the frontier building is a heavy
burden the legacy of eighteenth century church building in
the middle atlantic colonies god is in the details the
transformation of ecclesiastical architecture in early
nineteenth century america williamsburg ornaments of
civic aspiration the public buildings of williamsburg beaux
arts ideals and colonial reality the reconstruction of
williamsburg s capitol 1928 1934 the changing perceptions
of the restoration of colonial williamsburg

Building New Brunswick 2008
please see this file on project gutenberg for html with
illustrations

A Guide to Smithsonian
Architecture 2009-03-01
architectural type and character provides an alternative
perspective to the current role given to history in
architecture reunifying architectural history and
architectural design to reform architectural discourse and
practice historians provide important material for
appreciating buildings and guiding those who produce
them in current histories a building is the product of a time



its form follows its function irresistible influences produce
it and style preferably novel is its most important attribute
this book argues for an alternative through a two part
structure the book first develops the theoretical
foundations for this alternative history of architecture the
second part then provides drawings and interpretations of
over one hundred sites from different times and places
architectural type and character a practical guide to a
history of architecture is an excellent desk reference and
studio guide for students and architectures alike to
understand analyze and create buildings

From Fort to Port 1988
this book takes a bird s eye view of architecture in time
and explores the different ways architects have responded
to civilizations giving them the buildings and cities they
deserve

A Text-Book of the History of
Architecture Seventh Edition,
Revised 2017-06-06
robert willis architectural history of the university of
cambridge first published in 1886 revised and extended by
his nephew j w clark is a reference work on cambridge
architecture before the onset of the modern age it includes
over 300 plans antique and specially commissioned
engravings



A Text-book of the History of
Architecture 1930
praise for the first edition because of its exceptionally wide
perspective even architectural historians who do not teach
general survey courses are likely to enjoy and appreciate it
annali d architettura not only does a global history of
architecture own the territory of world architecture it pulls
off this audacious task with panache intelligence and for
the most part grace journal of the society of architectural
historians revised and updated the compelling history of
the world s great architectural achievements organized
along a global timeline a global history of architecture
second edition has been updated and revised throughout to
reflect current scholarship spanning from 3 500 b c e to
the present this unique guide is written by an all star team
of architectural experts in their fields who emphasize the
connections contrasts and influences of architectural
movements throughout history the architectural history of
the world comes to life through a unified framework for
interpreting and understanding architecture supplemented
by rich drawings from the renowned frank ching as well as
brilliant photographs this new second edition delivers more
coverage of non western areas particularly africa south
asia south east asia and pre columbian america is
completely re designed with full color illustrations
throughout incorporates additional drawings by professor
ching including new maps with more information and color
meets the requirements set by the national architectural
accrediting board naab for non western architecture in
history education offers new connections to a companion
site including google earthtm coordinates for ease of
finding sites architecture and art enthusiasts will find a



global history of architecture second edition perpetually at
their fingertips

The Historiography of Modern
Architecture 2001-02-27
this book examines the career and publications of the
french architect julien david leroy 1724 1803 and his
impact on architectural theory and pedagogy despite not
leaving any built work leroy is a major international figure
of eighteenth century architectural theory and culture
considering the place that leroy occupied in various
intellectual circles of the enlightenment and revolutionary
period this book examines the sources for his ideas about
architectural history and theory and defines his impact on
subsequent architectural thought this book will be of key
interest to graduate students and scholars of
enlightenment era architectural history

A Text-book of the History of
Architecture 1898
using empathy as established by the vienna school of art
history complemented by insights on how the mind
processes visual stimuli as demonstrated by late 19th
century psychologists and art theorists this book puts
forward an innovative interpretative method of decoding
the forms and spaces of modern buildings this method was
first developed as scholars realized that the new abstract
art appearing needed to be analysed differently than the
previous figurative works since architecture experienced a
similar development in the 1920s and 30s this book argues
that the empathetic method can also be used in



architectural interpretation while most existing scholarship
tends to focus on formal and functional analysis this book
proposes that modern architecture is too diverse to be
reduced to a few common formal or ornamental features
instead by relying on the viewer s innate psycho
physiological perceptive abilities sensual and intuitive
understandings of composition form and space are
emphasized these aspects are especially significant
because modern architecture lacks the traditional stylistic
signs including building analyses it shows how by visually
reducing cubical forms and spaces to linear configurations
the exteriors and interiors of modern buildings can be
interpreted via human perceptive abilities as dynamic
movement systems commensurate with the new industrial
transportation age this reveals an inner necessity these
buildings express about themselves and their culture
rather than just an explanation of how they are assembled
and how they should be used the case studies highlight the
contrasts between buildings designed by different
architects rather than concentrating on the few features
that relate them to the zeitgeist it analyses the buildings
directly as the objects of study not indirectly as designs
filtered through a philosophical or theoretical discourse the
book demonstrates that with technology and science
affecting culture

Essays in Early American
Architectural History 2011
bringing together fourteen original essays this collection
opens up new perspectives on the architectural history of
the nineteenth century by examining the buildings of the
period through the lens of experience with a focus on the



experience of the ordinary building user rather than simply
on the intentions of the designer the book shows that new
and important insights can be brought to our
understanding of victorian architecture the chapters
present a range of ideas and new research some examining
individual building case studies from grand hotels and
clubhouses in new york to the parliament buildings of
westminster and others exploring conceptual questions
about the nature of architectural experience whether
sensory or otherwise yet they share the premise that the
idea of the experience of architecture took on a new and
particular significance with the rise of industrial modernity
and they examine what contemporary people both
architects and non architects understood by this idea the
insights in this volume extend beyond the study of victorian
architecture together they suggest how experience might
be used as a framework to produce a more convincingly
historical account of the artefacts of architectural history

A Text-Book of the History of
Architecture 2021-03-31
from ancient chinese civilization to the postmodern world
organized along a global timeline a global history of
architecture presents an innovative approach to the study
of architectural history spanning from 3 500 b c e to the
present this unique guide is written by an all star team of
architectural experts in their fields who emphasize the
connections contrasts and influences of architectural
movements throughout history the architectural history of
the world comes to life through a unified framework for
interpreting and understanding architecture supplemented
by rich drawings from the renowned frank ching as well as



brilliant photographs architecture and art history
enthusiasts will find a global history of architecture
perpetually at their fingertips

Architectural Type and Character
2022-01-31

The History of Architecture
2013-07-28

A Text-Book of the History of
Architecture 1895

The Architectural History of the
University of Cambridge and of the
Colleges of Cambridge and Eton
1988

A Global History of Architecture
2011-10-04

Julien-David Leroy and the Making



of Architectural History 2013-04-15

The Architectural History of
Glastonbury Abbey 1866

The Meaning of Modern
Architecture 2016-03-09

Experiencing Architecture in the
Nineteenth Century 2018-10-18

A Global History of Architecture
2010-09-09

The Architectural History of
Canterbury Cathedral 1845
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